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interest of the non-Communist states is judged to be incom-
patible with any light being thrown on Russian conditions,
let alone any consideration of the question of famine
relief.
Why is it that, despite the Communist regime, and despite
the fact that Moscow scorns all the ideas regarded as sacred
in the West—religion, family and patriotism—good relations
with Soviet Russia are considered so valuable by the Western
states that they simply close their ears when the Soviet Union
loudly proclaims its intention of introducing Communism into
the bourgeois world?
There are two main reasons why the bourgeois world is in-
terested in Moscow, There is, first, the question of trade with
Russia. Industrial interests in Western Europe and America
are urging their respective Governments in this direction,
although the success of the Communist experiment would
mean ruin for many of them, quite apart from the fact that
the triumph of Bolshevism would mean the destruction of the
non-Communist economic order. These states are giving
economic support to a country whose dumping methods are
already doing severe harm to various branches of industry. But
it is an undeniable fact that there is not the slightest solidarity
or foresight to be found in capitalist industry all over the world:
everywhere momentary interests and temporary expediency
alone are regarded. To overcome ephemeral difficulties the
bourgeois world is ready to take steps which sooner or later
must shatter its own position. Anyone who has spent any time
in Moscow or Leningrad must know with what contempt the
Bolsheviks and their press daily speak and write of the suicidal
activities of capitalist economic circles.
It should be mentioned that in the present circumstances
business relations with Russia mean one particular difficulty for
certain states; and this is the uoscrupulous way in which
Moscow exploits all patents, models and special processes of
the industries of these countries, Often enough business rda-

